@conradelectro
Thank you for your, observations and thoughts, conclusions
diligence and time.
They were very much so, the rigorous and healthy review I
was hoping for on the subject. Further, I sincerely hope that
you will continue your reviews and communications and that
you would enjoy doing so, after reading this response.
Note: For the convenience of others, I will be attaching PDF
copies of these long winded posts from now on. To bad they
aren't shorter posts and greater in number. If they were I
could be a super hero by now:)
Before I respond directly, to your post, let me speak of some
of my own history, the progression of this magnet interaction
concept, and the test device.
My hope is that you will enjoy reading this.
ME.
I began actively exploring “magnet only motor” designs
about a year and a half ago. Mostly discovering through
UTUBE, then researching though the internet in general, and
wikipedia.
I was a lone wolf, and as such I encountered the gambit of the

delusional, the desperate, the gullible, and the criminal, also,
hype, bad science, and fraud. But also brilliance, courage,
creativity, stimulation, and challenge. I only became
involved at OU.com fairly recently. Cautiously I might add
as well.
Cynicism I have no time for. After all, the universe is a very
large place, and has so many possibilities. However, I respect
both optimism and skepticism. Some participant in the
various forums seem to have fallen into cynicism. I wonder
that they are still involved with a place called over unity at
all. I hope these words will refresh them.
THE DEVICE and it's brief history.
I am calling the device the “twist drive” or TD for short. I
have been exploring and testing the waters at OU, for a few
months now. The ideas behind the TD, have been fermenting
for at least twice that long.
I remember reading an article about a subatomic particle
interaction which some believed should have a secondary
emission, but which did not appear to. I don't remember now,
the specifics. I could possibly track it down. What stayed
with me however, was the idea that there might not be a
secondary emission because of some thing like a “RIGHT
ANGLE” intersection during this particle interaction.

During that same general time period, I had also been
contemplating the Lent's effect, reluctance and reactance, litz
wire, hollow conductors, the coupling or repulsion of the
circular magnetic currents in two and multiple conductors.
Also the concept of the photon as the intermediary of all
electromagnetic events and..... the causes of the RIGHT
ANGLE relationship between magnetic field and electric
current. Not with an eye towards applications to practical
electricity and electronics, but in an attempt to get a more
fundamental grasp upon what electricity / magnetism is /are,
and... the impossible.
Two other ideas / events that sparked the idea were a couple
of brief Utube videos. The first was some guy tossing a
powerful magnet into the air and commenting on the
“fact” that the magnet always took a spiraling path. The
second video, was of low quality and very brief. It was a
permanent magnet only motor design. The armature shaft was
square, and the armature had a square hole at it's center. The
armature shaft was twisted into a spiral. The armature
traveled, spinning, along the armature shaft. The shaft was
stationary. Symmetrically surrounding the armature and
shaft was an over all cylindrical arrangement of magnets.
No details were given in the video, and the inventor was
looking for input as to what might be a better spiraling shaft
design. ? I never found that video the second time.

I Have seen many permanent magnet only motors. Most, I
think nearly all, of the inventors, had an almost hard wired
preoccupation with rotation in order to conserve momentum.
Presumably this is to increase efficiency. Energy efficiency as
you know, is very important in these times. Especially in OU
devices (?) Apparently, magnet only motors need to be of
high efficiency, because momentum is there primary power
source.
At some point, I began to think that if an all magnet motor
was possible, it would be based at it's core, upon right angle
interactions and have very little inherent conservation of
momentum.
Along this right angle line,.... an idea came to me for one such
design, it's description, an ultra simple, first test unit relating
to this idea is available at OU. It's under “mechanic”, and
inappropriately as permanent magnet core only motor and
also of course, floor. You will find it, about mid way through
the posts.
It's not a very popular topic at this time (understatement).
How can it be that the “joule thief” is the number one topic
again today ? .) Please remember to laugh. But at the same
time, understand that I am very serious about and diligent in
my experimentation.
I built a second test unit along similar lines of thought, but did
not publish it on OU. I think it may merit further investigation

after modifications and at a later date.
The TD test unit you are familiar with, is technically TD
model B, and the fourth in a series of test units along these
lines.
This is a photo of TD model A. It was only used to measure
the force needed to completely close the magnet gap.

This photo of model A shows the magnet gap completely
closed. Notice the misalignment of magnets RO and SL.
The magnetic repulsion, caused flexing of the components.
Surprisingly, this much misalignment hardly affected the
measurements. I wont give a detailed description of the
differences between models A and B at this time.

M

Magnets can be dangerous, if they are very powerful. They
are also squirrely little bastards. I've head them compared to
the “devils junk” and like the devils junk, should never be
taken into ones mouth. NO ! don't do that.

This photo shows model A, with the magnet gap closed, and
500 ml suspended from the pulley RO. Magnet SL is
clamped in the closed position.

THE THIRD QUESTION
There are easier and harder ways to separate magnets from
one another. Direct pulling is the hard way. Twisting, sliding
and levering are the easier ways. Why, why and why ?
Firstly, I wondered if the easier ways were the due solely to
the nature of human fingers, wrists and arms. Was separation
though the easier methods, easier due to leverage and comfort
aspects of the human body's architecture ? TD model A was

built to determine the answer to this question.
Secondly, are the easier ways due solely to various forms of
trading off, magnetic force over a greater distance with
magnet force over a lesser distance “magnetic force
leverage” ?
Thirdly, is it possible to get a net energy gain from magnets ?
TD model B was designed in an attempt to answer, at least
partially, the second and third questions. I want to see for
myself.
In my opinion, if it is possible for magnets to do work, it
would not require more than two magnet to do so.
Perhaps this is enough of the, history, humor, rhetoric, and
dialectic (blarney).
Your responses and my considerations of them.
Situation 1): (constant Forth x Distance) is wrong.
We are in agreement :)
Situation 2): (constant Forth x Distance) is wrong.
We are in agreement :)

Your remarks along with my remarks highlighted.
Remarks:
It is rather complicated to do a correct forth and work
calculation because the changing field strength of the magnets
has to be known at every distance (or angle). The assumption
that the forth is constant over the whole way (or the whole
90°) is wrong. Yes such this assumption is wrong.
The change of field strength is different in situation 2) and
situation 1). Agreement.
It can be assumed that the turning magnet experiences a
stronger field on average because its distance to the sliding
magnet is always small. On the other hand, the field strength
between the sliding and the rotating magnet diminishes
rapidly as the magnets move apart. The changing fields are
different in several aspects. 1. Yes because the distance is
small during the entire rotation. 2. At the beginning of its
rotational trek, the rotating magnet is under both, a repulsive
and attracting force from the other magnet. 3. The
mechanical force applied to the rotating magnet is at a right
angle instead of a direct force, as applied to the sliding
magnet.
*Said in short:*
The forces are not constant, therefore the simplified work

calculation (constant Forth x Distance) is wrong. Agreement.
The measurements only told the maximum force near the end
of each movement (rotation or sliding). Agreement.
It would be necessary to measure the changing forth in very
small steps between the beginning and the end of the
movement (rotation or sliding) along the changing field. But
in practice this would be difficult if not impossible. Maybe
infinitely small steps :)
When done in e.g. three equal steps the values of the work in
situation 1) and 2) will be much closer than in the wrong
calculation (which assumes a constant force). The calculation
of the approximation would ?be: (F1 + F2 + F3)/3 , F1 is the
force at a third of the way, F2 is the force at two thirds of the
way and F3 is the force at the end of the movement (at three
thirds of the way, F3 is the value used in the wrong
calculation). Yes, the average of the totals would be closer.
I am willing to do both sets of measurements. Do you think
three increments is sufficient ? Increments of say 25 ml of
water weight would provide 20 increments for the rotational
movement, and 30 increments for the sliding movement.
Would this be over kill.
Speaking in mathematical terms:
The changing magnetic field between the magnets is
described by a "differential equation" and the factors in this

equation depend on the physical properties of the magnets
(which are hard to know). There may a simple enough way to
arrive at a good approximation of these “hard to know”
properties. Would you be willing and able to do the
calculations if we arrive at that point ?
To calculate the work one "integrates" the force over a "path"
through the changing magnetic field.
Conventional theory says that the work in situation 1) and
situation 2) is equal (not accounting for friction losses).
Agreement
Thanks again:)
floor

